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in the industrial background today: chemical engineers
at large pay them little heed, though sulfuric acid and
sodium carbonate are indispensable.

In the Beginning
The Industrial Revolution’s first major innovations in
chemical manufacture were the chamber process for
sulfuric acid in the mid-18th century in England and
the Leblanc process for sodium carbonate. The latter
originated in France in the early 19th century and soon
diffused to England and throughout the Continent.
Both stimulated other technological developments,
some stemming from what would today be called their
environmental impact. Both drew competition: the
one from vapor-phase catalytic processes for sulfuric
acid (invented by Phillips in 1831 but not
commercialized for more than 50 years), which finally
replaced it early in the 20th century; the other from the
marvelously inventive Solvay process, which more
rapidly replaced the earlier Leblanc technology. Both
of the newer technologies, heavily metamorphosed, are

Ernest Solvay’s 1872 Ammonia-Soda process was a
breakthrough. He divided the process into distinct
operations of gas-liquid contacting, reaction with
cooling, and separations; he invented new types of
equipment for carrying them all out continuously on a
large scale; and he himself dealt with the chemistry, the
materials handling, the process engineering, and the
equipment design. In short, the Belgian with no
university education performed as what would come to
be called a chemical engineer. Though this was not
evident to his contemporaries, his performance did
catch some attention in England, and it surely
impressed the aggressive Americans. They soon
licensed the process, integrating it and its principles
into a fast-developing inorganic chemicals industry that
would be invading European markets around the turn
of the century.
In these two heavy-chemical fields are the roots of
chemical engineering. They brought need for chemists
and for engineers in chemical manufacture, and then
for individuals versed in chemistry and engineering.
They gave rise to George E. Davis, the British inventor
of chemical engineering.
Davis left the Royal School of Mines — not a
University — around 1868, at 18 or 19 years of age.
Starting in the Midlands as an analyst of benzene in
coal gas, he conceived of a benzene recovery plant,
contrived to finance and build one, then cashed out
when the price of benzene quartered. He invented and
sold an ammonia still. He started a company to sell
ammonium sulfate to farmers and instruct them in
using it. And so on. He was a dynamic, competent
young chemical entrepreneur and inventor. He was
noticed by some of Manchester’s intellectual and
scientific elite, among them Angus Smith, a
University-educated chemist dedicated to the cure of
nuisances — by which he meant chemical pollution.
Chemical plants, crudely conceived, poorly built, and
often badly managed, had become dreadful polluters.

Ernest Solvay
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Hydrogen chloride emissions brought Parliament’s first
“Alkali Works Act” in 1863. Angus Smith was
appointed Chief Inspector. It took him several years to
organize the Alkali Inspectorate, for which he chose
four professionals more competent in analytical and
industrial chemistry than most of the manufacturers.
The Inspectors could get compliance by supplying
money-saving or even money-making advice. Indeed,
the Inspectors became welcome visitors to most works.
Smith chose George Davis for the plum district:
Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Cheshire, heartland of the
chemical industrial revolution.
Davis, the leading light among the four Inspectors,
came to know “everything that went on in everybody’s
works” in the 1870’s. That was a time when everyone
kept proprietary secrets but most of the secrets were
well known. Davis, it soon transpired, saw much more
than “secrets” and thought penetratingly and creatively
about all of his experiences. He also began his lifelong
striving to find ways to abate pollution.

An Idea Takes Root
By 1880 Davis was back in business for himself as
consultant and entrepreneur. He was talking with a
few like-minded colleagues about a new idea: the idea
of chemical engineering and chemical engineers, which
they thought fit themselves. Their vision was clear: “a
chemical engineer is a person possessing knowledge of
chemistry, physics, and mechanics and who employed
that knowledge for the utilization of chemical reactions
on the large scale” (as Davis recalled in 1901).
Formation of a national society of technical chemists,
or industrial chemists, to parallel the young,
academically oriented Chemical Society, was being
widely discussed. When Davis and his colleagues as
attendees at an organizing meeting in Manchester
proposed a Society of Chemical Engineers, they were
turned down: most of the rest of the attendees did not
think of themselves as chemical engineers or did not
know what a chemical engineer should be. Some were
leading industrialists, founders of companies that
eventually merged into Imperial Chemical Industries,
or ICI. Others were prominent chemistry professors
with consulting practices. They called the society they
formed in 1881 the Society of Chemical Industry, and
that is its name to this day. Of its first 297 members,
14 described themselves as chemical engineers.

George E. Davis
building his case. He was elected Vice Chairman of
the Manchester Section. The Chairman was his fiveyear older friend and client, Ivan Levinstein, the
influential proprietor of the largest dyestuff works in
Britain, later President of the Society of Chemical
Industry, prime driver in reform of English patent law,
and Du Pont’s instructor in dye manufacture after the
First World War broke out.
Levinstein, born in Germany, by age 20 had studied
chemistry at Berlin Technical University, emigrated to
Manchester, and begun manufacture of dyes from coal
tar aniline. He prospered. His interests were wide. He
became a mover and shaker. He spoke and wrote on
challenges facing the chemical industry. In an 1886
article on the international competitiveness of the
British chemical industries, he defined chemical
engineering as the conversion of laboratory processes
into industrial ones, called Ernest Solvay a chemical
engineer, and proclaimed that professors who
combined scientific attainments, practical knowledge,
and industrial contacts were needed to train such men
so that Britain could, among other things, meet the
rising German competition in coal tar dyes. Levinstein
was particularly interested in education. He was a
governor of the University of Manchester’s forerunner.
He backed the Manchester Technical School, which he
later helped upgrade into the Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology of today. Then it was chiefly
an evening school. Levinstein suggested to Davis that

George Davis, thirty-one years of age, was elected first
General Secretary. At the Annual Meetings and local
section meetings he gave technical papers based on his
experience in trouble-shooting and what later would be
called process development, pilot-planting, and design,
all in the course of a thriving partnership with a brother.
He called himself Chemical Engineer and began
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make the entire process profitable. He recognizes mass
action effects on reaction equilibrium and rate. His
principle for dealing with reaction problems is a
Technical Laboratory for scaling up from the chemist’s
gram-scale benchtop procedures to the chemical
engineer’s development scale of a few kilos and
apparatus more like that used in manufacture. He
implies that further ton-scale trials may be needed —
what came to be known as semi-works or pilot plant
operations. He states that new chemical processes
often require new combinations of apparatus and newly
devised “appliances.” He notes that in developing a
new process “privacy is often of the greatest
importance,” and that privacy is afforded by a secure
purpose-built Technical Laboratory. Davis and his
brother had such a laboratory, where they did process
development for clients and themselves.

he develop his ideas on chemical engineering into a
course of lectures.

The Invention of Chemical Engineering
In 1887 Davis delivered his course at the Technical
School. Many of his lectures appeared one-by-one over
the next six years in Chemical Trade Journal, a weekly
newsmagazine he founded the same year. He collected
additional material and published some of it — even
useful formulas like one for head loss in pipe flow. He
had advised Professor Henry Edward Armstrong on
setting up a diploma course called “chemical
engineering” at the City and Guilds College in London,
a combination of chemistry and engineering instruction
that enrolled 11 sophomores in 1886 but had its name
changed to chemistry the next year. He became aware
of a similar combination of industrial chemistry and
mechanical engineering courses, including a new one
on “chemical machinery from an engineering point of
view,” set up as a chemical engineering curriculum in
1888 at Massachusetts Institute of Technology by
Lewis Mills Norton (an MIT graduate and 1879
Göttingen Ph.D. in chemistry). Norton died young two
years later and the new curriculum languished, though
it kept its name. In the United States chemistry and
chemical manufacture were seen as frontiers. The idea
of chemical engineering was vague yet attractive to
chemistry professors. For example, at Minnesota the
first curriculum in chemistry, established in 1891, was
named chemical engineering, and the first four
graduates (in 1897) received the degree Chemical
Engineer, but that designation was not repeated for a
decade. The University of Pennsylvania in 1892 was
apparently second in establishing permanently a
curriculum called chemical engineering, Tulane in
1894 third, and Michigan in 1898 fourth.

The principles for dealing with engineering problems
Davis recognized could be organized around basic
operations common to many: fluid flow, solids treating,
heat or cold transfer, extraction, absorption, distillation,
and so on. These were covered chapter by chapter in
his book, the forerunner of the unit operations texts on
which chemical engineers cut their eye teeth from 1923
onwards. There was also an important chapter on
materials of fabrication. And, as W. K. “Doc” Lewis
noted in 1952 in an eloquent, long overdue
acknowledgment of Davis’s impact on the pioneers at
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology,
the
development was as quantitative as the resources of the
end-of-century had allowed.
Very few people were ready to act on George Davis’
vision of a discipline of chemical engineering, either in
1887, or in 1901, or in 1904. It fit no university
curriculum of that time. Davis had no close ties with
technical schools, much less universities in the United
Kingdom, though he certainly knew George Lunge, an
international authority in industrial chemistry with
similar views of the basic operations, who was a
professor at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(ETH) in Zurich. But the vision did not go unnoticed
in the United States, where there were others who were
calling themselves chemical engineers and there were
university curricula called chemical engineering. Just
how that term gained currency is not clear, but it is
likely that the Chemical Trade Journal crossed the
Atlantic and it is certain that the Journal of the Society
of Chemical Industry had avid readers here. Davis died
in 1907 at 57, deprived of seeing his invention, once it
was reduced to practice by Walker, Lewis, and
colleagues, grow into a flourishing profession and
discipline, first in the U.S. Perhaps he would have
fanned to flame their smoldering growth in Britain
ignited by wartime pressure on that nation’s chemical
industry.

Davis in 1901 transformed his lectures into the first
book on the discipline of chemical engineering. His
preface highlighted the mounting competition from
America (the British viewed the United States then
rather as the Americans viewed Japan in recent times)
in heavy chemicals and the “wonderful developments
in Germany of commercial organic chemistry.” An
expanded, two-volume second edition of A Handbook
of Chemical Engineering was published in 1904. It
departed radically from the earlier textbooks and
handbooks on industrial chemistry, which covered each
chemical industry separately. Davis had recognized
that the basic problems were reaction management and
engineering issues.
Reaction management he does not name but illustrates
by examples of choosing reaction feeds and conditions
to reduce reactor volume or shorten reaction time,
reduce by-products, facilitate product purification, and
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which was dedicated to the memory of Lewis Mills
Norton, late Professor of Industrial Chemistry; Allan
Roger’s Industrial Chemistry (1902, 1912, 1915, 1920,
1925, 1931; 1942 edited by C. C. Furnas); and Emil
Riegel’s Industrial Chemistry (1928, 1933, 1937) from
University of Buffalo (the last edition of which was
one of the writer’s burdens as an undergraduate student
a few years before the admission of reaction
engineering). Until 1923 such texts were the only ones
unique to chemical engineering curricula.

Organic Chemicals and Industrial Chemistry
The second round of innovations in chemical
manufacture were batch processes for small-volume
production of high value-added dyes and other coal tar
derivatives. These began with Perkins’ mauve in
England. Apart from Levinstein’s firm in England this
field was very soon dominated by German research
prowess in organic chemistry. The rise of that prowess
was aided by university-industry research cooperation,
an innovation triggered by British example; and it was
integrated into a German industrial juggernaut that
before long controlled international markets. Early
pharmaceuticals followed the same route. Here,
though, the research chemist’s laboratory methods
were turned over to mechanical engineers to scale up
directly, and many of them became skilled enough that
in 1886 Levinstein thought some to be scientific
chemical engineers. Still, this was no harbinger of
chemical engineering as a discipline, nor did it lead the
way to continuous processing and the economies that
that could bring when markets expanded and
competition demanded.

Electrochemicals, Niagara, and Outgrowths
The third round of innovation was electrochemical
processing, which rose in England, Germany, and
France in the decades before 1900 but diffused to
America, where cheap electricity generated from cheap
coal, and mass production in the new tradition of the
iron, steel, copper, nickel, and tin industries, enabled
the Americans to compete successfully, even invading
international markets — for example, with electrolytic
caustic soda and chlorine. Though not much American
science came up to European standards of the era,
“Yankee ingenuity,” especially in improving on
European inventions and technologies, was very much
in evidence. Charles Hall invented in 1886 the most
successful process for producing aluminum. Such
innovations and commercializations were plentiful
before a U.S. scientist had received a Nobel Prize.

Meanwhile the sugar industries, distillation industries,
and many others were evolving in Europe. Process
engineering and industrial chemistry curricula were
being installed in the technical universities (Technische
Hochschule) that had appeared in Germany,
Switzerland, Austria, and even Hungary. A few of the
professors and their counterparts, the chief engineers in
certain companies, highly educated in science and
mathematics, took to analyzing common, constituent
operations like heat transfer (Peclét in France),
vaporization, condensation and drying (Hausbrand in
Germany), and distillation (by Hausbrand and by Sorel
in France). Peclét’s seminal monograph went through
several editions earlier in the century; monographs by
the rest of these authors were published between 1890
and 1899. These too were important forerunners of the
discipline of chemical engineering. So also were
atlases of chemical manufacturing equipment
organized by basic operations rather than industries.
Consulting professors wrote about technologies of
specific chemical industries. German-British-Swiss
George Lunge’s successive editions on sulfuric acid
were magisterial.
These fed into the discipline
emerging in the U.S., as did the compendious texts on
industrial chemistry — purely qualitative descriptions
of industry upon industry — that began appearing.
Examples were Samuel Sadtler’s Industrial Organic
Chemistry (1891, 1895, 1900, 1912, 1923) from the
University of Pennsylvania and Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy (in 1908 Sadtler was elected the first
president of the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers); Frank Thorp’s Industrial Chemistry (1898,
1908), from M.I.T. in Boston, a textbook for students

In 1895 came the stupendous hydroelectric
development at Niagara Falls; by 1910 that was the
location of “the world’s greatest center of
electrochemical activity,” not only of production but
also of process research and product development.
Outstanding was Frederick Becket and his Niagara
Research Laboratories, where he invented processes for
making carbon-free chromium, tungsten, molybdenum,
and vanadium by direct reduction of their oxides, and
other important processes as well. This was one of the
very first industrial research labs in America, and it and
Becket were soon bought up by Union Carbide to be
theirs.
Electrochemistry was the glamour science and
emerging technology of the era. The Electrochemical
Society was the meeting ground for leaders of the new
science of physical chemistry like Ostwald, Nernst,
Bancroft of Cornell, and Whitney — who moved from
Arthur Noyes’ circle at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to Schenectady to head General Electric’s
brand-new research laboratory, the country’s first
corporate research establishment. It was the meeting
ground for educated inventor-entrepreneurs like Elmer
Sperry, then of National Battery, and Herbert Dow of
Midland; and for prominent industrial chemists and
chemical engineers like Samuel Sadtler of Philadelphia,
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William Walker of the partnership of Little & Walker
in Boston, and Fritz Haber of Karlsruhe Technical
University in Germany.

Emergence of the Discipline
With the mention of William Walker, who led the
implementation of George Davis’s invention, it is
appropriate to go back to the scene in America’s
colleges
and
universities
in
the
1880’s.
Industrialization of the country was accelerating, and
with it the need for engineers and, to a lesser extent,
chemists. From decades earlier there was popular
demand for relevant college education, and this had
been answered by the appearance of engineering
schools like Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy,
New York, Brooklyn Polytechnic, and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; by scientific
schools at Yale, Harvard, Dartmouth, Columbia, and so
on; and by the Morrill Act of 1862, which enabled the
states to establish land-grant colleges, one purpose of
which was education in “the mechanic arts,” which
turned out to be engineering — civil, mining, and
mechanical; then electrical, metallurgical, and finally
chemical.

William H. Walker
the chemical engineering curriculum. Those ideas can
be glimpsed in his still diffuse 1905 article, “What
Constitutes a Chemical Engineer,” in Richard Meade’s
partisan magazine, The Chemical Engineer, which was
addressed to “technical chemists and engineers in the
laboratories and supervision of the operations of the
great chemical and metallurgical industries” of the
United States. From what happened it’s plain that
Walker’s program was to incorporate the new sciences
of physical chemistry and thermodynamics, the new
engineering sciences — as they could have been called
— of heat transfer, distillation, evaporation, and fluid
mechanics that had emerged in Europe, and his own
specialty, corrosion; to organize a chemical
engineering course including laboratories around
Davis’s (and his colleague George Lunge’s) conception
of what would come to be known as “the unit
operations”; and to develop research through student
theses and industrial interactions. As it happened, in
the same department his chemist colleague Arthur
Amos Noyes, an 1890 Ph.D. with Ostwald in Leipzig,
had just developed a course in physical chemistry that
emphasized, among other things, problem solving.
Noyes urged, and William Walker insisted, that every
chemical engineering student take it.

By the 1880’s, strong curricula in science and
engineering had sprung up in many land-grant schools,
among them Pennsylvania State College. There young
William Hultz Walker enrolled in 1886 and graduated
in chemistry in 1890. Having been a good student, he
set off for graduate study in Germany — as did some
1,000 other top graduates in chemistry between 1850
and World War I and perhaps 9,000 more in other
fields. Germany then was the center of freedom of
learning, freedom of teaching, academic research, and
chemistry. Returning from Göttingen with a Ph.D. in
1892, Walker taught for a couple of years at Penn State,
moved to M.I.T., then resigned in 1900 to join M.I.T. chemistry graduate Arthur Dehon Little in an industrial
chemistry consulting partnership. (Little had lost his
original partner Griffin in a laboratory explosion.
In 1902 William Walker not only became a charter
member of the American Electrochemical Society; he
also accepted an appointment in the Chemistry
Department at M.I.T. to take charge of the curriculum
called chemical engineering, though he continued his
partnership with Arthur Little until 1905. To his new
position he brought his recollections of Norton’s ideas
from 1888-1890; whatever he had picked up from such
writings as Ivan Levinstein’s published lecture in the
Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry in 1886
and George Lunge’s influential one in the Journal of
the American Chemical Society in 1893; his own
annotated copy of George Davis’s magnum opus on
Chemical Engineering; and his ideas for transforming

The success of Walker’s program was assured when he
arranged for a 1905 graduate, Warren Kendall Lewis,
to go to Germany for a Ph.D. in chemistry at Breslau.
For upon returning in 1908, Lewis joined Walker and,
besides teaching, embarked on a series of analyses of
distillation, filtration, fluid flow, countercurrent
contacting, heat transfer, and so on. Most of them
involved bachelor’s and master’s theses and many were
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Whether plates actually behave as equilibrium stages
was not broached. Current versions of all of these
things are embedded in the basic education of every
chemical engineer.

published in the young Journal of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, which in 1909 the American
Chemical Society started along with the Division of
Industrial Chemistry and Chemical Engineers, as an inyour-face counter to the A.I.Ch.E.!. These researches
developed principles of the physical side of chemical
engineering, which were expounded in mimeographed
notes for classes and then in the famous 1923 book,
Principles of Chemical Engineering, by Walker, Lewis,
and the younger McAdams, who joined them in 1919.

The other chapters, on fuels and power, combustion,
furnaces and kilns, gas producers, crushing and
grinding, and mechanical sizing, were as purely
descriptive as George Davis’s book or anything else of
the era. There was nothing, not even rules of thumb,
about capacities, dimensions, or shapes. And not a
word about reaction kettles, converters, or other sorts
of reactors. But in many places the text pointed to
needs for experimental data, correlations, and
quantitative design procedures. From the M.I.T.
faculty other textbooks preceded slightly or followed:
Robinson’s on Elements of Fractional Distillation
(1922), Lewis and Radasch’s on Industrial
Stoichiometry (1926), Haslam and Russell’s on Fuels
and Their Combustion (1926), McAdams’ on Heat
Transmission (1933), and later Sherwood’s on
Absorption and Extraction (1937).
Fluid flow
textbooks were left to civil and mechanical engineers;
mechanical comminution and separations, to mining
and mechanical engineers. Chemical engineering
authorities from other institutions contributed books to
the campaign which was orchestrated, for a time
exclusively, by the New York publisher McGraw-Hill.
Then John Wiley launched a series with a new kind of
introductory text, a combination of stoichiometry,
applicable physical chemistry and thermodynamics:
Olaf Hougen’s and Ken Watson’s Industrial Chemical
Calculations (1931) from the University of Wisconsin.

This book, the first textbook of chemical engineering,
was organized along the lines of Davis’s 1904 magnum
opus, but omitted the managing of chemical reactions
and overall view of a chemical process. The first
chapter was on simple industrial stoichiometry. A later
one opened with manometers, then dealt with pipe flow
— both straightline (laminar), citing Lamb’s
Hydrodynamics, and turbulent, laying out the
engineers’ version of Bernoulli’s equation and
Fanning’s correlation of viscous losses with the newly
accepted Reynolds modulus. Another chapter put
forward a crude bundle-of-capillary-tubes model of
filter cake, developed equations of constant-pressuredifference and constant-rate filtration from Poiseuille’s
equation, and sketched how to optimize a batch
filtration. A short chapter told about putative stagnant
fluid films next to solid surfaces and their posited role
in heat transfer, citing Langmuir’s work on hot wires
(as in recently developed light bulbs) but omitting the
relevance of gases’ viscosity rising with absolute
temperature. It also described colleague W. G.
Whitman’s brand-new hypothesis of stagnant films
next to liquid surfaces — the embryonic “two-film
theory.” A later chapter returned to this as the basis of
interphase transfer coefficients in equations to correlate
performance of dehumidifiers and cooling towers.
Another chapter treated drying simply in terms of an
evaporation coefficient. The wet bulb thermometer
was analyzed by postulating that heat and humidity
must diffuse across the same stagnant film at its surface.
A chapter covered rudimentary heat conduction and
radiation, then drew on mechanical engineering papers
and McAdams’s recent data from M.I.T. undergraduate
theses to treat convective transfer to flowing fluid,
condensing vapor, and boiling liquid in and on tubes.
A companion chapter dealt with evaporation — even
basic analysis of a four-effect multiple evaporator. The
distillation chapter, after a lot of qualitative
descriptions, got to relative volatility, Rayleigh’s 1904
equation for simple batch distillation of binary
solutions, Sorel’s 1893 equations for binary distillation
in a column of ideal plates that are equilibrium stages,
and the critical design choices: a reflux ratio greater
than would require an infinite number of plates, a
column diameter large enough that the rising vapor
flow does not splash and entrain downflowing liquid
excessively, and liquid depth on each plate great
enough to accommodate the liquid flow across it.

The first textbook, Principles of Chemical Engineering,
a fine one for its day (apart from sparse references to
the literature, finally rectified by the third and last
edition in 1937), shaped the discipline and helped mold
the profession. Follow-on textbooks, beginning with
Badger and McCabe’s 1931 Elements of Chemical
Engineering, were organized along the same lines — to
the exclusion of the chemical reactors that are the heart
of a chemical process and dictate the needs for the unit
operations, as Davis had pointed out.
Incidentally Warren McCabe as one of the earliest
Ph.D. candidates at M.I.T. had teamed with fellow
graduate student Ernest Thiele around 1925 to devise
the neat McCabe-Thiele diagram for graphically
analyzing the simplest sort of binary separation by
distillation in a column of distillation plates. The
diagram has of course been a staple of chemical
engineering since the 1927 second edition of the
Principles and the 1931 first edition of the Elements.
From around 1910 Walker and Lewis, along with
Columbia University’s Milton C. Whitaker, a
Coloradan who alternated between industrial and
academic careers, were the vanguard of those
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board of governors (the Corporation), he coined a name
that stuck. The name was “unit operations” for those
basic physical operations in chemical manufacture that
Davis had written about decades earlier (Little nowhere
mentions being aware of Davis’s writings though he
must have been reading the Journal of the Society of
Chemical Industry before the turn of the century).
George Lunge too had spotlighted them in an
influential 1893 speech to the World’s Congress of
Chemists at America’s first great international
exposition, the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, and
his speech had appeared in the fledgling Journal of the
American Chemical Society. Some professors and
other members of the newly organized profession were
talking and writing about those operations. Many in
the chemical and metallurgical industries were of
course practicing them in the course of their work.

developing the laboratory course for the emerging
discipline. What they wrought was virtually devoid of
chemical reaction and came to be known later as the
“unit operations laboratory,” the cornerstone of
chemical engineering education.

Founding of the Profession and Naming of Unit
Operations
Walker’s program was further reinforced by his former
partner, the well-connected consulting industrial
chemist Arthur D. Little. In 1908 they together took
part in an ad hoc meeting provoked by Richard Meade,
a young industrial chemist with a cause, and his fouryear-old magazine The Chemical Engineer for a pulpit.
The outcome was a recommendation for organizing an
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, which was
done in Philadelphia that year. It appears that no one
with a degree in chemical engineering was among the
established practitioners and professors trained as
industrial chemists and mechanical engineers who
founded the A.I.Ch.E.

What nobody got around to identifying were the basic
kinds of chemical operations in chemical manufacture,
although by 1905 Walker, like Davis before him, had
epitomized the chemical engineer as one “who can
devise, construct, and operate industrial plants based on
chemical reactions,” and in Germany the rudiments of
chemical reaction engineering were being uncovered
by Knietsch, Haber, Bosch, and others. In Germany,
there was neither a discipline nor an organized
profession to follow up (only in the 1930s did Eucken
and Damköhler take up the line — in a research
university). In the United States a young metallurgical
engineer (Columbia University) turned physical
chemist (1906 Ph.D. with Nernst at Göttingen) named
Irving Langmuir, who was teaching at Stevens Institute
of Technology in New Jersey, authored a pregnant
paper in 1908. It was an astute theoretical analysis of
the continuous flow reactors that had come into vogue
in Germany for studies of reaction rates in gases — and
for Knietsch’s commercialization at BASF of Phillips’
old invention of vapor-phase oxidation of sulfur
dioxide to make sulfuric acid. Mixing by convection
and diffusion was the key issue and it led Langmuir to
equations and solutions for what later was called a
continuous flow stirred tank reactor, the completely
stirred limit, and for the latter-day plug flow reactor,
the totally unstirred limit. The next year appeared a
clear, thorough, equation-grounded exposition of
chemical kinetics basic to reaction engineering:
opposing reactions, side reactions (concurrent
reactions), sequential reactions (consecutive reactions),
catalysis, effects of temperature and pressure; the book
was J. W. Mellor’s Chemical Statics and Dynamics
(1909). An indication that these events were not
entirely missed at M.I.T. is that W. K. Lewis and E. D.
Ries later published on temperature-controlled sulfur
dioxide converter design based on their analysis of
Knietsch’s tubular reactor data. Would reactors have
been admitted to the emerging discipline had Langmuir,
unhappy at Stevens, gone not to General Electric’s
research laboratory but to M.I.T.’s department of

Surprisingly, neither Walker nor Little were founders.
They became instead the Chairman and Secretary of
the Division of Industrial Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering formed that year by the American
Chemical Society in direct opposition to the A.I.Ch.E.
When attitudes tempered, the new division took its
present name, Division of Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry. It catered particularly to those concerned
with industrial applications of chemical reactions. It
developed vigorous technical sessions at A.C.S.
meetings and a quality journal for industrial chemists
and chemical engineers.
The A.I.Ch.E. in its meetings, transactions, and
curriculum accreditation activities seems tacitly to have
backed away from the reaction operations in chemical
manufacture.
(Although chemical engineering
benefited greatly, on balance, by developing in close
connection with chemistry, the association was not a
uniformly positive one.) Some chemical engineers
joined both organizations. Both Walker and Little
joined the A.I.Ch.E. within a few years and Little,
A.C.S. president from 1912 to 1914, was elected
A.I.Ch.E. president for 1919. (He was also president
of the British-based binational Society of Chemical
Industry for 1928-1929.) From 1908, Arthur Little
took increasing interest in chemical engineering
education and by 1915 was the chairman of a Visiting
Committee for Chemical Engineering at M.I.T. Little
was famous as a fine speaker and writer (though windy
by today’s standards) and was particularly eloquent
regarding the need for industrial research in America.
In that year’s report to the M.I.T. administration and
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continuous flow pipe stills replaced shell stills and
fractionators came in after World War I. Mixer-settler
trains for treating gasoline gave way to continuous
countercurrent extraction in towers of perforated plates.
Abruptly, there was high demand for analysis and
design of distillation and extraction equipment as well
as cracking furnaces. Petroleum refining became the
frontier. When Jersey Standard moved to set up a
research and development department to apply
chemistry, physics, and chemical engineering to the oil
industry, it retained as advisors chemist Ira Remson,
president emeritus of John Hopkins, physicist Robert
Millikan of Caltech, and Warren Lewis.

chemistry and chemical engineering, there to fall in
with Lewis as both were starting their careers ?
Alas, there was no nascent subdiscipline of reactor
analysis and design, only the tradition of descriptive
industrial chemistry, to inform the A.I.Ch.E.’s 12-yearlong efforts to define chemical engineering more fully,
prescribe a basic curriculum, and establish an
accrediting scheme—the first in engineering—all of
which succeeded ultimately. Arthur Little himself led
the later stages of the effort to establish the curriculum,
the core of the discipline. The principles embodied in
that curriculum, having later made room for chemical
reactor engineering, have prevailed ever since.

At M.I.T., Lewis pushed combustion, the only sort of
reaction to draw concerted investigation by chemical
engineers of that era, and launched Robert Haslam and
Robert Russell, whose researches were capped by their
1927 volume on Fuels and Their Combustion. Haslam
subsequently became development manager at
Standard Oil Development Co. and later vice president
and a director of Jersey Standard. Clark Robinson,
who had graduated in 1909, spent five years in industry,
and returned to do a master’s and join the staff,
answered demand in 1922 with the first physical
chemistry-based text on The Elements of Fractional
Distillation, a best-seller that went through several
editions, later with younger Edwin Gilliland as
coauthor. In the same year Robinson also published a
book on The Recovery of Volatile Solvents. In the next
year, he coauthored a seminal little textbook with
Professor Frank Hitchcock of the mathematics
department based on a course they had begun in 1919.
A remarkable outburst!

Relationships with Petroleum and Chemical
Industries
By the turn of the century, major American industries
were being consolidated through mergers and
acquisitions, partly because of the stress of
international competition.
Frank A. Vanderlip
observed in Scribner’s Magazine in 1905 that “as
combinations are made in the industrial field, the
possibility of employing highly trained technical
experts rapidly increases.
Technical training is
therefore becoming of vastly more importance than
ever before, and those nations which are offering the
best technical training to their youths are making the
most rapid industrial progress . . . the relative
efficiency of nations was never before so largely
influenced by the character of their educational
facilities”. The transformation of chemical engineering
that William Walker launched was remarkably
successful, and he is widely regarded as the father of
the discipline. Testimony to the success were the
impacts of graduates, ideas, approaches, and research
results on the chemical and petroleum industries of the
United States. That country had come out of World
War I the world’s most powerful economy.

The little book, Differential Equations in Applied
Chemistry, had only isolated impact, though all through
an era when few engineers truly understood calculus it
showed off powerful mathematical tools, among them
(in the 1936 second edition) numerical solution
methods. Not only did it connect with chemist J. W.
Mellor’s 1902 Higher Mathematics for Students of
Chemistry and Physics—with Special Reference to
Practical Work; it also displayed analyses of reaction
rate in simple reaction systems from Mellor’s Chemical
Statics and Dynamics (1909). It did inspire at least a
few scientifically-minded young chemical engineers to
develop more accurate mathematical descriptions of
some of the basic physical and chemical operations that
they encountered. Perhaps more influential were
textbooks in applied mathematics for engineers that
began appearing in the 1930’s (e.g. Sokolnikoff &
Sokolnikoff’s in 1934, Reddick & Miller’s in 1938,
von Kármán & Biot’s in 1940) to which small
numbers of chemical engineers were exposed in
elective academic courses and rump study groups in
industrial R & D organizations. The argument can be
raised that chemical reaction engineering and
systematic
process
engineering,
including

The relationship with petroleum refining was
particularly significant.
Refining, which had
developed outside the mainstream of chemical
processing, was a growth industry of the motor age, a
large and expanding area of opportunity for chemical
engineering. W. M. Burton’s process of thermal
cracking, a crude kind of batch reaction processing,
had been innovated at Standard Oil of Indiana in 1912;
J. A. and C. P. Dubbs’ competing patents led to
continuous thermal cracking — and the Universal Oil
Products Company, a nursery of reaction engineering.
Catalytic cracking was a couple of decades in the
future. Distillation separations, incredible as it may
seem today, were a batch process in refineries until
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course the vitals of a chemical process: they dictate
what the separations and other unit operations must do
in the rest of a plant.

comprehensive methods of addressing control and
design optimization, could not develop until adequate
mathematical tools had been assimilated into the
discipline, which took decades.

Only for mature processes like sulphuric acid
manufacture had rules of thumb of design and
operation passed into the possession of consultants and
authors like George Lunge and George Davis. Davis,
for example, gave such figures for continuous sulfuric
acid manufacture as 16 cubic feet of lead-lined
chamber for sulfur dioxide oxidation and absorption
per pound of sulfur burned per 24 hours — a rough
stand-in for residence time or space velocity. (Two
decades later Riegel noted that higher-temperature
operation and the use of circulating fans had brought
the figure down to 12 cubic feet.) Otherwise the design
and operation rules had to be learned by engineers after
they joined the plant, and then on a need-to-know basis.
Generally, the batch furnaces, ovens, kilns, autoclaves,
kettles and pots, the continuous converters and coiled
tubes were chosen on the basis of experience and the
ease of adding another to the “battery;” they were
operated with proprietary recipes derived from
chemists’ benchtop trial-and-error and successive
scale-up experiments.
Processing small-volume
batches of dyes, medicinals and the like might be
adjusted on the production scale by the chemists
themselves, as in Germany.
For larger volume
processes Davis seems to have advocated scale-up
from bench to “technical experiment” to see what
happens in plant-type equipment, to explore and
improve operating conditions, to assess impacts of
impurities and by-products, to test materials of
construction, and so forth; then to semi-works scale for
more of the same plus salable product; then to full
scale — three steps of scale-up, four levels. Writing in
1930 (in an Introduction to Badger and Banchero’s
book), Arthur D. Little states that in his practice he has
found it advisable, for an important process which may
ultimately require heavy investment, to have five or six
steps between bench-top operations and final plant
design: “Thus the validity of the proposed reactions
[emphasis added] is confirmed, difficulties are
disclosed and overcome [presumably he included
matters of recycling unreacted reactants and purging
them of troublesome constituents], yields gradually
improved, and any defects in materials of construction
or limitations of units of equipment revealed. Not until
the operation of a plant of semiworks size has verified
the estimates of costs of production and the product has
been sold at a satisfactory price . . . can one feel that
he has reached the goal of the long road of process
development”. A quest expensive in money and time!
It’s no wonder that reactor design, operation, and
performance were closely held within companies. It’s
also no wonder that investigators in universities could
rarely afford to study realistic reactors.

Petroleum refining was but one of the arenas of
innovation in that era that came to need chemical
engineering. Courses were strengthened or installed in
universities across the United States, and war veterans
swelled enrollments in the young discipline to 6000.
The country’s output of B.S. chemical engineers rose
through the 1920’s. Ph.D. programs, an inheritance
from the chemistry side — not the mechanical
engineering side of the early conglomerate curricula —
began to take hold. Apparently the first doctorates in
chemical engineering were awarded at the University
of Wisconsin starting in 1905. By 1920, thirty had
been granted nationwide: the flow of chemistry
graduates, pure and industrial, to Germany for
postgraduate study had been staunched. The total of
U.S. Ph.D.’s and Sc.D’s in the following decade was
120. Many went to industry, others — the split is not
clear — to chemical engineering faculties, which
continued growing and which A.I.Ch.E. accreditation
standards expected to be engaged in research.
Petroleum refining consumed a lot of university
outputs, but so did the American chemistry industry,
already in aggregate the world’s largest and still
growing lustily. Among new large volume processes
were those for carbon tetrachloride and chloroform,
which required accurate temperature control and
precise fractional distillation; for the intermediates
phenol, monochorobenzene, phthalic acid, and
diphenyl; for the alcohols from methanol to hexanols
and the cellosolves; for acetone and acetates; for highstrength hydrogen peroxide, for magnesium; and for a
variety of plastics precursors like styrene, vinyl esters,
polybasic acids, polyhydric alcohols, and acrylates.
Smaller volume batch processes appeared for a host of
synthetic dye stuffs, medicinals, and germicides as well
as other specialty chemicals, organic and inorganic.
As had been true in Davis’s time and before, design
and performance of the reactors in these processes
were closely held by the companies that developed
them. Any information was kept secret that related key
performance factors — conversion of the limiting
reactant, yield of the product, and by-product
distribution — to the operating parameters:
proportions of reactants and diluents in the feed;
unrecovered products, by-products, and diluents in
recycle; volume and holding time in a batch reactor or
dimensions and nominal residence time (the reciprocal
of what was called the “space velocity,” which was not
a velocity) in a flow reactor; and pressure and
temperature program in time or profile along the length.
Patents were vague, professional papers and technical
articles generally silent on these things, which are of
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Unit Processes Cul-de-Sac
What the academics along with journal editors went
after instead were qualitative process flow sheets,
which eventually became a fashionable form of public
relations with such audiences as the readerships of
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry and Chemical
and Metallurgical Engineering. From the journals the
sheets went to a new variety of industrial chemistry
book. The idea of unit processes was put forward in
1928 in Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering by P.
H. Groggins, an industrial chemist in aniline and dyes,
in a paper on “Nitration — A Unit Process of Chemical
Engineering.” What he meant by a unit process was a
chemical conversion in contrast to the physical
transport and transformations called unit operations.
“Unit processes deal principally with chemical
reactions, whereas unit operations relate largely to
physical phenomena,” he wrote in the 1935 book he
edited and wrote a large part of: Unit Processes in
Organic Synthesis, a description of nitration,
halogenization, sulfonation, oxidation, alkylation, etc.,
etc. with flow sheets. There were only casual mentions
of reaction conditions and losses and scarcely any
information on reactor design and performance. It was
updated industrial chemistry and it filled needs.
Generations of chemical engineering undergraduates
memorized portions of its contents in the industrial
chemistry courses that still survived. Only for its fifth
edition 23 years later did Groggins commission
Thomas Corrigan (1949 Ph.D. with Kenneth Watson at
Wisconsin) of Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation
and John McKetta of University of Texas to write short
chapters on Chemical Kinetics and Chemical-Process
Kinetics, i.e. reaction engineering.

Carl Bosch
the “processes” do not, he never grasped, although he
did sense that the reaction engineering emerging
around him from industry and taking root in academia
was the future. That did not diminish the largely
stultifying effect of the book wherever it was inflicted
on undergraduate chemical engineers.
As one
distinguished chemical engineer in management wrote
in that era, “The modern employer does not engage a
graduating student because the student can describe for
his employer how his product is made”.

The unit processes idea was indefatigably promoted by
Norris Shreve, an organic technology professor in the
chemical engineering department — so large it was
called a School — at Purdue University in Indiana.
Dissatisfied with the absence of chemical reaction from
the unit operations paradigm, Shreve by 1933
organized lecture courses (“Flowsheets 101” to the
irreverent) and lab courses (“Pots and Pans 102”), the
latter taking gram-scale syntheses and separations to
100 gram-scale, that were fairly widely emulated in
university curricula. From 1937 he organized an
annual symposium on unit processes for the Division
of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry at American
Chemical Society meetings; the symposia drew papers
and attendees engaged in industrial applied kinetics and
nascent reaction engineering. His 1945 textbook, The
Chemical Process Industries, was organized around
more than 100 flow sheets that had been published in
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering and that
illustrated, he emphasized, the coordinated sequences
of unit processes and unit operations that constitute
chemical processes. That the “operations” transcend
specific reactions, chemicals, and industries whereas

Ascendancy of Continuous, Catalytic, and HighPressure Reactors
In the decade before World War One, Fritz Haber,
Walther Nernst, and others in Germany had taken up
gas-phase reactions — Haber published his instructive
book on the thermodynamics of such reactions in 1906
— and were soon pursuing nitrogen fixation by
ammonia synthesis, a goal of tremendous economic
and geopolitical significance.
Haber got the
breakthrough by discovering a catalyst in 1908. A
leading German corporation, Badische Anilin-undSodafabrik (BASF) took on the development, assigning
to it a self-made chemical engineer, Carl Bosch, a
mechanical engineering graduate of Leipzig University
with a Ph.D. in industrial chemistry, and to a
methodical chemist, Alwin Mittasch, who reportedly
oversaw 20,000 trials with different catalyst
formulations to find the best (the irreverent assert that
though techniques of combinatorial chemistry have
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and Thomas C. Chilton, a Columbia University
chemical engineering graduate with three years of prior
research experience, the program was a roaring success.
It led to Du Pont’s high-pressure nitric acid process,
which was scaled up, commercialized, and licensed to
other chemical companies within four years, testimony
to the astuteness of Vanderlip’s 1905 observation in
Scribner’s Magazine. The great impact within Du Pont
was heightened by contributions the seven or eight
other chemical engineers (half of them postwar
graduates from M.I.T.) in the Research Department
made to process technology for producing ammonia,
methanol, and other products. The research director,
Charles M. A. Stine, already a respected advocate of
fundamental research and spokesman for chemical
engineering, responded by organizing half his chemical
engineers into a group with the goal of getting their
discipline onto a sound scientific footing and
simultaneously serving as internal consultants. He put
young Tom Chilton in charge, who soon hired Alan
Colburn, a fresh Wisconsin Ph.D. — thus the famous
Chilton & Colburn contributions to the discipline.

speeded up catalyst design lately, the approach hasn’t
changed in nearly a century). Before 1900, Rudolf
Knietsch of BASF had, by scientifically informed
experimentation, systematically analyzed and designed
reactors for vapor-phase oxidation of sulfur dioxide.
Building on this earlier pioneering, his colleague Bosch
designed the first high-pressure, continuous flow
tubular reactor— actually a tube—and the rest of the
plant. By 1913, they had the Haber-Bosch process for
synthetic ammonia in operation, a signal
accomplishment like Solvay’s 50 years earlier.
At the war’s end the Allies took German technology as
a war prize. The war had also stimulated the U.S.
chemical industry: explosives to be sure, but most
notably dyestuffs by Dow and Du Pont and nitrogen
fixation and nitric acid manufacture by governmentfinanced plants at Muscle Shoals, Alabama. Gasoline
demand for proliferating motorcars provoked
improvements in thermal cracking. Easily refined
petroleum deposits began to seem quite limited. There
were also wartime profits to invest in upgraded and
new technologies. So it was that in America in the
decade after World War I, process innovation turned to
high pressure and often high temperature, capitalizing
on German advances in vapor-phase catalytic reaction
processes and on advances in metallurgy and
fabrication — enormously important advances!

Preceding Du Pont’s cheaper nitric acid, the first
products from the high-pressure high technology of the
mid- and late- 1920s were methanol and other
commercial solvents, setting the stage for what Arthur
D. Little in 1928 foresaw: the coming era of chemicals
–“new solvents and organic chemicals in great variety”
—from petroleum feedstocks. In particular there were
the refinery off-gases that were being burned as fuel,
rising amounts of ethylene and other olefins among
them. More and more petroleum was being thermally
cracked to increase gasoline yield, and olefins were byproducts. The economic environment was ready for
the next high technologies to evolve.

A few months after the war’s end, the U.S. government
organized the Fixed Nitrogen Research Laboratory,
which pioneered high-pressure property and process
research and ammonia catalyst development for the
nation’s needs. Led in succession by Dr. A. B. Lamb,
Prof. R. C. Tolman, and Dr. F. G. Cottrell, outstanding
and practical scientists all, it recruited talented
chemists and engineers who were periodically raided
by companies assembling cadres for industrial research
and development—a classical mode of technology
transfer. Moreover, in 1925 and 1926, industry’s
Chemical Foundation started financing high-pressure
laboratories in the chemical engineering departments of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Prof. W. G.
Whitman), Yale University (Prof. B. F. Dodge), and
University of Illinois (Prof. N. W. Krase) — each
laboratory a beautifully small center of engineering
research!

And evolve they did. Union Carbide went from light
hydrocarbons to liquefying them (liquefied petroleum
gas, LPG) to ethylene oxidation to Cellosolve solvent,
a glycol ether marketed in 1926; then “permanent
antifreeze” in 1928 and synthetic ethyl alcohol in 1930.
The international Shell Group set up its development
Company in 1928 near Berkeley, California under the
direction of Dr. E. Clifford Williams, who had just
before established a chemical engineering curriculum
at the University of London. Shell Development
became the leading pioneer of petrochemical process
development—alcohols, ketones, and glycerin, and
aviation gasoline to boot.

Among recipients of the research and personnel was
Du Pont, which had been growing fast and diversifying
since its reorganization in 1902, the year it created its
corporate engineering department and first ventured
into corporate research as well. Du Pont actually
purchased ammonia synthesis technology from French
and Italian interests. It launched a program of nitric
acid from ammonia in its Research Department in 1924.
Staffed by Guy B. Taylor, a 1913 physical chemistry
Ph.D. from Princeton, Fred C. Zeisberg, a chemist
turned chemical engineer expert in acid manufacture,

On the other hand, the Shell Group as well as Standard
Oil of New Jersey (which became part of Exxon) and
Anglo-Iranian Oil declined in 1930 to back Eugene J.
Houdry, a French mechanical engineer pursuing his
vision of catalytic rather than thermal cracking of
heavy crudes. Losing French government financing
despite good progress in developing his process,
Houdry managed to interest Vacuum Oil Company
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The profession itself altered its image. The early
American Institute of Chemical Engineers had been
small, elite, and prudent in dealing with other societies
that also catered to chemical engineers, in particular
those of chemistry, electrochemistry, mining and
metallurgy, and mechanical engineering. Most of those
had superior journals that attracted chemical
engineering research. The older American Society of
Mechanical Engineers in 1930 took aim on creating a
new Process Industry Division that would appeal to
chemical engineers. This threat and Depressiongenerated deficits propelled the 900-member A.I.Ch.E.
to liberalize its stringent membership requirements,
hire a half-time executive secretary, campaign to
recruit young graduates, strengthen ties to its Student
Chapters in universities, and improve its meeting
programming and Transactions publication. The latter
had begun to draw some of the quality technical papers
and research reports that had gone to the A.C.S.’s
Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry and
elsewhere. But as late as 1943 the A.I.Ch.E. was still
“placing major stress on the unit operations and
declining to publish articles on reaction rates and
reactor engineering”.

(which became part of Mobil) and then Sun Oil
Company in pilot plant work, moved his efforts to
Paulsboro, New Jersey, and together with his partners
achieved in 1937 the first commercial cat cracker, a
fixed-bed, regenerative unit.
This development
spawned a lot of U.S. corporate research. Applicable
scientific research on catalytic cracking was led in
Russia by petroleum chemists, but from 1930 the
Universal Oil Products Company, stoked by Russian
émigré Vladimir N. Ipatieff, had pulled ahead, first
with what was called olefin polymerization. Universal
Oil Products was owned by seven major U.S. oil
companies at that time.
Standard of New Jersey itself had been slowly
developing German technology for hydrogenation of
heavy crudes, to which it had access through
agreements that Robert Haslam helped negotiate with I.
G. Farbenindustrie, the cartel forged by Carl Bosch,
who was by 1925 the top executive in BASF. The
Houdry process and Kellogg Engineering Company’s
concept of a moving-bed cracker spurred formation of
another development combine, Catalytic Research
Associates, a multinational one that included I. G.
Farben, notwithstanding the rising war clouds. The
combine had competition from Socony-Vacuum
(Mobil), which was first to commercialize a movingbed cracker. Moreover, it was upstaged by Standard of
New Jersey’s own Standard Oil Development
Company, still advised by Warren Lewis and larded
with former students from M.I.T. There the concept of
gas lift was borrowed from grain transport practice, and
the concept of fluidized beds was adapted from Fritz
Winkler’s 1921 development in Germany of highpressure coal gasification to create fluidized bed
catalytic cracking, a momentous innovation.

The most significant event of all was publication, a
year later, in 1934, of the Chemical Engineer’s
Handbook, the prime reference work in the McGrawHill series that had begun with Walker, Lewis, and
McAdams’ textbook. Seven years in the making, the
project had been entrusted to John H. Perry of Du Pont
as editor-in-chief of 62 specialists drawn from industry
and academia (over one-quarter of them from Du Pont
and no more than a handful from or associated with the
petroleum and gas industry). The Handbook’s 2600
small pages were addressed to students as well as
practicing engineers (the latter were no doubt the
targets of the section on patent law and of the 10 pages
on arithmetic). It codified the discipline.

Like nitrogen fixation on the eve of World War I,
catalytic cracking had tremendous economic and
geopolitical significance. Through 1943, Houdry units
and after that fluidized bed units accounted for most of
the aviation gasoline available to the United States and
its allies in World War Two.

Thus Charles Stine’s goal at Du Pont of getting
chemical engineering onto a sound scientific footing
led first to codification. Simultaneously, the center of
mass of unit-operations research shifted southwestward
from New England toward Wilmington, Delaware,
where the exceptional research engineer, Allan P.
Colburn, Olaf Hougen’s prize student at Wisconsin,
had joined the others in Tom Chilton’s team. The
remarkable output of incisive papers that followed was,
according to Chilton, a by-product of improving the
company’s existing technologies and engineering new
ones, with a premium on fast and accurate process
design and scale-up. Younger talent attracted to the
team heightened its impact on the blending of unit
operations and chemical processing that had already
started in the high-pressure process for nitric acid; with
that blending, a discipline better based in science,
mathematical modeling, and rigorous computational
methods emerged — to be codified, too slowly perhaps,

Between the wars, the growing numbers of continuous
catalytic processes — in other manufactures as well as
petroleum refining and petrochemicals — absorbed
more and more chemical engineers. They brought
incentives to focus as much on selective reactions of
flowing fluids and suspensions as on the separations
and particulate solids-processing methods that
constituted the unit operations. They also became
nuclei of all sorts of opportunities for the chemical
engineering profession.

The Profession Begins Metamorphosing
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So it was that although chemical engineering was
practiced very well within segments of German
industry, and the discipline had been compiled in fine
scientific form, it could not propagate without an
academic base, nor could a profession emerge without
an industry that wanted it, or journals for its voice, or a
society for its organization.

and with too little attention to chemical reactions, in
succeeding editions of the Chemical Engineer’s
Handbook.
Though it was a bellwether, Chilton’s team was,
needless to add, far from alone. Competition came not
only from other companies in the United States, but
also from Germany, where scientific engineering was
already especially well established in some universities
and had the attention of at least a few companies.
Colburn, for example, had built extensively on
researches by Prandtl, Nusselt, von Kármán (when he
was in Germany), Schmidt, and Jakob (still in
Germany at that time). Just how well Colburn and his
American colleagues kept up with developments in
Germany is not clear.
A chemical engineering
discipline was being compiled there too.

Industry Drives Reaction Engineering
Profitability of a reaction process hinges on the
conversions of reactants, the yields of products, the
distribution of by-products, the mixings of the input
and separations of the outputs, the recyclings of
unconverted reactants. These depend on the rates of all
the reactions — and rare is the industrial reaction that
proceeds virtually alone. Rarer, too, are the reactions
that proceed without liberating or absorbing heat, and
the reaction rates, which depend on temperature as well
as concentrations, set the rate of heating or cooling
needed. A reactor is a volume where reactants react,
and reaction rates determine its size and its design for
heat transfer by conduction, convection, and radiation.
They also determine the requirements for mixing,
separation, and transport. Catalysis is all about rates of
reaction:
catalysts that preferentially speed up
desirable reactions (or slow down undesirable ones)
can improve profitability enormously. But catalysis at
solid surfaces — heterogeneous catalysis — calls for
high-surface solids, porous or finely divided, at which
reaction is typically slowed down by diffusional
resistance to arriving reactants and departing products.
Moreover, gas-phase reaction processes have, from the
first, cried out to be continuous. They have also
invited pressure, which generally enhances reaction
rates of gases and lowers reactor volume needed; it can
shift equilibria advantageously; and it can lower
compression and pumping costs.

Chemische Ingenieur-Technik, a 2200-page treatise
intended as something between a textbook and a
reference work, appeared in 1935. Its 24 authors were
drawn mostly from industry, a handful from technical
universities, and a couple from the more prestigious
universities. It is certainly more scholarly than Perry’s
Handbook, and it avoids ancillary areas like patent law,
accounting and cost finding, safety and fire protection,
and report writing. Its editor, Ernst Berl, studied with
George Lunge at ETH and became professor of
technical chemistry and electrochemistry at the
Darmstadt Technical University. Leaving Germany
like so many others, he had become professor at
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, U.S.A.
No champion remained: German chemical engineering
research proceeded chiefly in engineering and
Technischen Chemie.
An encyclopedia about physical operations in chemical
and related process industries, Der Chemie-Ingenieur,
was far more imposing.
Twelve volumes were
published between 1932 and 1940 under the editorship
of Professor Arnold Eucken of Göttingen and, initially,
Professor Max Jakob of Berlin, who soon departed for
the United States.
Eight volumes treated unit
operations on a scientific footing, with abundant
citations of sources, frequent use of mathematical tools,
and sophisticated accounts of the best practice. Then
came the add-on volumes, which treated
physicochemical and economic aspects of chemical
reaction operations, i.e., chemical process principles;
the chapters include one by Gerhard Damköhler that is
now celebrated in chemical reaction engineering. The
encyclopedia’s title apparently was inspired by Walker,
Lewis, and McAdams’ text, yet Eucken was a physical
chemist who, with I. G. Farben support, championed
Verfahrenstechnik as a field of engineering science.
Indeed, it was he who in 1934 steered Damköhler into
the study of flow reactors.

From the 1920’s through the heyday of petroleum
refining and chemical manufacture from petroleum and
natural gas feedstocks, process developers sought
reliable ways of thinking about all of these things, of
analyzing benchtop and pilot-plant data, and of
designing plants. At stake were financial resources to
commercialize newly developed processes for creating
new markets or advancing in established ones. No
doubt the advances came first in large companies that
had Research & Development arms, like Du Pont,
Mathieson, Union Carbide, Dow, Imperial Chemical
Industries, Standard Oils of New Jersey, Indiana, and
California, Shell, Dutch Staatsminen — and in the
unique process invention and development firm,
Universal Oil Products, located near Chicago.
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While industrial chemists were searching indefatigably
for new and better catalysts, academic chemists were
taking a broader view. In the first edition (1926) of
their influential book, Catalysis in Theory and Practice,
E. K. Rideal (Cambridge University) and H. S. Taylor
(Princeton U.) touched on catalyzed gas reactions,
mentioning the reactor concepts of space velocity and
space time yield. They noted that “No satisfactory data
have been published on the design of converters
[reactors].” A. F. Benton’s (U. Virginia) seminal
Kinetics of [adsorption] catalyzed gas reactions in flow
systems appeared in 1927 (Ind. Eng’g. Chem. 19 4947). G. M. Schwab’s (U. Munich) Catalysis from the
Standpoint of Chemical Kinetics, the 1936 translation
of his 1931 work, explicitly discussed competing
reactions. In their 1932 Catalytic Oxidation of Organic
Compounds L. F. Marck (M.I.T.) and D. A. Hohn (Mt.
Holyoke) summarized the few reactor designs and heat
removal schemes that had appeared in patents; they
also showed representative flow sheets, some of which
had integral recycle streams. Such were the early
public glimmerings of reaction engineering.
In 1930 N. W. Krause, an alumnus of the Fixed
Nitrogen Research Laboratory who had moved to
Chemical Engineering at the University of Illinois,
published a keynote article on high pressure, high
temperature technology (Chem. Met. Eng’g. 37 52924). Two years later appeared the magnum opus from
the Laboratory, Fixed Nitrogen edited by H. A. Curtis;
it covered conversion and yield versus space velocity
in ammonia synthesis and ammonia oxidation — and
much more. In 1934 appeared Pressure synthesis
possibility for sulfuric acid manufacture (Chem. Met.
Eng’g. 41 571-5) by the distinguished emigré Ernst
Berl, who had taken his Ph.D. with George Lunge. In
1936 from a U. Michigan chemical engineering thesis
project sponsored by UOP came Laboratory cracking
data as a basis for plant design by R. L. Huntington
and George Granger Brown. (Ind. Eng’g. Chem. 27
699-707). The same year saw Catalytic Reactions at
High Pressures and Temperatures, the magisterial
book by the pioneer of high pressure catalysis,
Vladimir Ipatieff, whom UOP had induced to emigrate
from the Soviet Union. For the company he had
discovered inter alia olefin polymerization (“catalytic
condensation”) and alkylation reactions that were
commercialized.
The next year (1937) brought
Pressure pyrolysis of gaseous paraffin hydrocarbons
(Ind. Eng’g. Chem. 28 324-32) by Hans Tropsch, a
pioneer whom UOP had attracted from Germany, C. L.
Thomas, and Gus Egloff, a UOP mainstay (Tropsch
shortly died prematurely). UOP supported a project at
Armour Research Institute (later I. I. T.) by another
prominent emigré from Germany, Eucken’s co-editor
Max Jakob; in his paper on Measurements of the true
temperature and heat exchange in a catalytic reaction
(Trans. A.I.Ch.E. 35 563-86) Jakob called attention to
Damköhler’s researches. Earlier in Catalytic vapor
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phase nitration of benzene (Ind. Eng’g. Chem. 28 6627 1936) R. H. McKee and Richard H. Wilhelm at
Columbia U. had followed up on a tantalizing German
patent in what proved to be the launch of Wilhelm, a
leading researcher in reaction engineering — a
researcher well acquainted with Damköhler’s work.
A singular achievement in 1935 was The theory of
short-circulating in continuous flow mixing vessels in
series and the kinetics of chemical reactions in such
systems by R. B. MacMullin and M. Weber of
Mathieson Alkali Works at Niagara Falls (Trans.
A.I.Ch.E. 34 409-58. They thoroughly worked out
continuous flow stirred tank reactors five years ahead
of Kirillov, nine years ahead of Denbigh, but their
impact was not visible in the literature until the 1940’s.
Ernst W. Thiele’s celebrated Relation between catalytic
activity and size of particle — lucid and thorough on
diffusional limitation of reaction on internal surface —
gave the world the effectiveness factor and Thiele
modulus. Thiele’s paper had been stimulated by that of
Dutch consultant F. G. Laupichler the year before:
Catalytic water-gas reaction: mass transfer and
catalyst activity (Ind. Eng’g. Chem. 30 578-86 1938).
Signs of reactor design at UOP began to appear in the
literature. L. S. Kassel’s Application of reaction
kinetics to process design, which contained theoretical
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analysis indicating superiority of two reactors over one
and three in a certain case, was printed in 1939 (Ind.
Eng’g. Chem. 31 276-7). An unpublished paper by
UOP’s K. M. Watson presented before the Chemical
Engineering Division of the Society for the Promotion
of Engineering Education at Pennsylvania State
College in 1939 was liberally cited in Section 5 of the
Second Edition of the Chemical Engineers’ Handbook
in 1941. Watson also called attention to the lack of
information and training in applied kinetics and reactor
design, Olaf Hougen recorded later (Ind. Eng’g. Chem.
40 556-65 1948). From the Karpov Institute in
Moscow came another sign: Kinetics of ammonia
synthesis on promoted iron catalysts [in English]
(Acta Physicochim U.R.S.S. 12 327-356 1940) in
which M. Temkin and V. Pyzhev succeeded in
matching theoretical analysis with experimental data
on the Haber-Bosch process. And from Monsanto
Chemical Corporation’s R. R. Wenner came probably
the first textbook treatment of design of tubular flow
reactors, a chapter on “Converter Design” in his 1941
Thermochemical Calculations.
Industrial Reaction Rates, a Symposium of the
Industrial Engineering Division of the American
Chemical Society in December 1942, signaled the
future admission of chemical reactors to the chemical
engineering canon.
The papers, most of them
published in 1943 in Volume 35 of Industrial &
Engineering Chemistry, included Solid catalysts and
reaction rates by O. A. Hougen and K. M. Watson (U.
Wisconsin); Principles of reactor design by D. M.
Hurd (Du Pont?); Conduction, convection, and heat
release in catalytic converters [with references to
Damköhler] by R. H. Wilhelm, W. C. Johnson, and F.
S. Acton (Princeton U.). The chair of the organizers,
Olaf Hougen, wrote that “despite the interest of
chemical engineers in the release of industrial data on
the applications of reaction rate principles to reactor
design, the committee soon found that contributions
were not readily forthcoming . . . [There were also]
last-minute withdrawals . . . In an early postwar year
another symposium on the same subject should be
timely . . . Many of the customary repeated and
extensive pilot plant investigations might be eliminated
by more complete understanding of the principles
involved.” A few slightly earlier industrial papers had
released bits of data, for example two in 1940:
Catalytic alkylation of isobutane with gaseous olefins
(Ind. Eng’g. Chem. 32 328-30) by F. H. Blunck and D.
R. Carmody (Standard Oil Co. of Indiana) recorded
some data on conversion and distribution of products,
and Hydrogenation of petroleum (Ind. Eng’g. Chem.
32 1203-12) by E. V. Murphree, C. L. Brown, and E. J.
Gohr (Standard Oil Development Co. of New Jersey
and Louisiana) listed some data on yields and quality.
War production stimulated a 1944 masterpiece by K. G.
Denbigh in England (Ministry of Supply and
Southhampton U.), in which he analyzed batch and
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flow reactors, tubular and multiple stage continuous
flow stirred tanks (quite unaware of MacMullin and
Weber’s 1935 paper), and advantages and
disadvantages of each in cases of competing reactions:
Velocity [rate] and yield in continuous systems (Trans.
Faraday, Soc. 40 352-73). Similar in origin was the
original and definitive treatment of conditions for
multiple steady states in continuous flow stirred tank
reactors with exothermic reaction, by Carl Wagner in
Germany (Technische Hochschule Darmstadt) in 1945:
On the temperature control in highest performance
catalytic reactors [in German] (Die Chemische
Technik 18 28-34). More academic in origin was H. M.
Hulburt’s pair of 1945 papers (from Princeton U.)
establishing general equations and their dimensional
analysis for tubular reactors in general and for highly
idealized instances of catalytic reaction — and due
appreciation of Damköhler and Thiele: Chemical
reactions in continuous flow systems. Reaction kinetics.
Heterogeneous reactions (Ind. Eng’g. Chem. 36 10127 and 37 1063-9).
Industrial papers of the sort sought by Hougen’s
committee finally appeared in 1948, notably Reactor
design for manufacture of toluene by catalytic
reforming (Chem. Eng’g. Progress [A. I. Ch. E.] 44
195-200) by A. A. Burton et. al. (California Research
Corp. — Standard Oil Co. of California) and Catalytic
dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (Chem. Eng’g. Prog.
44 275-86). Both were unprecedentedly full reports of
pilot plant data, one including scale-up issues and
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commercial plant data, the other discussing the method
of designing a commercial plant. Both drew interesting
published discussion. Both probably reported work
done some years before. As it happened, they were
preceded by seminal publications on reactor design.
In 1946 a series of four articles, Principles of reactor
design, authored by K. M. Watson (U. Wisconsin) and,
respectively, C. O. Reiser, P. S. Myers, R. H. Dodd,
and L. N. Johnson, that had appeared in the National
Petroleum News Technical Section, was reprinted and
circulated. It was soon quoted by Hougen & Watson
for their book and later by J. M. Smith for his, and so
had a strong influence. An industrial paper on design
of tubular flow reactors, or “coils,” with substantial
pressure drop was authored by J. H. Hirsch and
collaborators at Gulf Research & Development
Corporation:
Projection of laboratory reaction
velocity [rate] data into commercial designs (Ind.
Eng’g. Chem. 38 885-90). In 1947 from Imperial
Chemical Industries in the U. K. came K. G. Denbigh’s
Continuous reactions. Part II. The kinetics of steady
state polymerization (Trans. Faraday Soc. 43 648-60),
which opened up the area of polymerization reactor
analysis and design. And from O. A. Hougen and K.
M. Watson at the University of Wisconsin came Part
III of their Chemical Process Principles volumes,
namely Kinetics and Catalysis, the first textbook to
systematize analysis and design of plug-flow tubular
reactors. Though they totally missed continuous flow
stirred tank reactors, their book was without peer for
instruction in applied kinetics and tubular reactor
design for nearly a decade, until 1956.
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Kinetics of gas-liquid reactions (Recueil des travaux
chimiques des Pays-Bas 67 563-99 1948). D. R.
Mason and Edgar L. Piret (U. Minnesota) with DuPont
support inquired into transient behavior, in Continuous
stirred tank reactor systems . . . transient equations,
applications, and experimental confirmation (Ind.
Eng’g. Chem. 43 1210-19 1951). C. van Heerden
(Netherlands State Mines), apparently unaware of
Wagner’s 1945 treatment, analyzed multiple steady
states in steady flow reactors with exothermic reactions,
in what became a celebrated paper: Autothermic
processes: properties and reactor design (Ind. Eng’g.
Chem. 45 1242-7 1953). Another significant thing was
the appearance of A. A. Frost and R. G. Pearson’s
(Northwestern U.) textbook, Kinetics and Mechanism
(1953), which covered only homogeneous chemical
reactions but had a chapter on complex reactions and
flow methods that appealed to some influential
chemical engineers of the day.

In that interval the principles of reaction engineering
were better and better understood, as exemplified by a
remarkable monograph and four papers.
The
monograph was D. A. Frank-Kamenetzkii’s 1947
Diffusion and Heat Exchange in Chemical Kinetics
from the Academy of Sciences in Moscow, finally
translated into English in 1955 at R. H. Wilhelm’s
instigation. Focused on combustion, flames, and
explosions, it covered basics of parallel and
consecutive
reactions,
oscillating
reactions,
temperature rise and runaway in reactors, and reactions
at combustible and catalytic surfaces. Wilhelm et al.
(Princeton U.) published analog computer solutions of
governing equations and results of experiments, in
Reaction rate, heat transfer, and temperature
distribution in fixed-bed catalytic converters (Chem.
Eng’g. Prog. 44 105-16 1948). R. B. MacMullin
(Consultant) echoed the 1935 paper with one on
consecutive reactions in multi-stage CFSTR’s:
Distribution of reaction products in benzene
chlorination: batch vs. continuous process procedures
(Chem. Eng’g. Prog. 44 183-8 1948). Dirk W. van
Krevelen, P. J. Hoftyzer and C. J. van Hooren
(Netherlands State Mines) addressed, by experiment
and theory, gas absorption with chemical reaction in

In 1956 Chemical Engineering Kinetics, with chapters
on reactor design, was published by Joe M. Smith, a
young professor at Purdue University. The focus of
Smith’s research and teaching had shifted from
chemical engineering thermodynamics, in which he
had coauthored a long-lived textbook, to reaction
engineering, in which he had industrial experience at
Monsanto, Chevron, and Texaco going back to before
1945. His teaching impelled him to a comprehensive
view of the subject. His was the first textbook of
chemical reaction engineering. It emphasized reactor
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design. It was widely adopted for undergraduate
courses in “applied kinetics,” “reactor design,” or
“reaction engineering.”
It arose in the same
department that housed R. Norris Shreve, who was
stuck on “unit processes” — a striking coincidence.

What signaled admission of chemical reactors and
chemical reaction engineering to the canon of chemical
engineering? They became prominent in the Symposia
and recognition awards of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers and the European Federation of
Chemical Engineering, which was formed after 1950.
They appeared in required courses of the chemical
engineering curricula of more and more universities,
until finally the Accreditation Standards caught up and
demanded them. They were integrated with applicable
chemical kinetics, explained in quantitative terms, and
applied to realistic problems of design and operation in
course-derived textbooks beginning with Olaf
Hougen’s and Kenneth Watson’s seminal Chemical
Process Principles. III. Kinetics and Catalysis from
Wisconsin (and UOP) in 1947. Then came the
landmark: Joe Smith’s Chemical Engineering Kinetics
from Purdue in 1956. It was followed by Walter
Brötz’s Fundamentals of Chemical Reaction
Engineering (in German, later translated into English)
from Ruhrchemie AG and Technische Hochschule
Aachen in 1958, and Stanley Walas’s Reaction
Kinetics for Chemical Engineers from Nofsinger Co.
and University of Kansas in 1959. A transatlantic
flood ensued in the 1960’s — texts by Kramers,
Denbigh, Aris, Levenspiel, et al. The number of these
books that grew out of an author’s grappling with
analysis and design of industrial reactors is noteworthy.

That the concept Smith developed was taking hold
elsewhere was made plain by Chemical Reaction
Engineering: First European Symposium on Chemical
Engineering, held in Amsterdam in 1957. It was a
well-staged event with papers from the Netherlands,
Germany, England, and France that were afterward
printed as a special supplement to the initially
Eurocentric young journal Chemical Engineering
Science. The Symposium and its sequels in 1960 and
1964 established chemical reaction engineering in
Europe and helped solidify it in the United States.
As just recounted, chemical reactors and reaction
engineering took a couple of decades to work their way
on stage as applied chemical kinetics and practical
catalysis, and thence toward the front and center of
technology, the discipline, and the profession. It is
worth noting that the ratio of significant publications
by industrial authors to those by academic ones seems
about as in the foregoing selection. That the proportion
of outright chemists fell, and of chemical engineers
rose with time is surely accurate. So is the indication
of shift of publication from the A.C.S. to the A.I.Ch.E.
journals. In 1942 the A.I.Ch.E. actually declined to
hold the Industrial Reaction Rates Symposium that
proceeded instead under A.C.S. auspices. (MacMullin
and Weber’s 1935 article in Trans. A.I.Ch.E. was an
anomaly.) Many of the academic authors had already
served in process development trenches of industry.
Some were actively encouraged by industrial people.
Most notable of the lot was Ken Watson, who in 1932
had left the University of Wisconsin for UOP, there
pioneered tubular reactor analysis, design, and scale-up,
and — after his 1939 challenge to academics to take
these things up — in 1942 returned part-time to
Wisconsin for his wartime service in designing and
constructing plants for the U.S. government-driven
synthetic rubber production. In those plants and many
others that were built under enormous time pressure for
war production, chemical and petroleum companies
had to go from sparse laboratory data to full-scale
plants without the usual progression of pilot-plant and
semi-works stages. Reactors had to be designed. A
by-product, as anticipated by Olaf Hougen, partly on
Watson’s experience, was greater willingness among
companies to publish results of kinetic studies and
pilot-plant trials — and to promote the new
subdiscipline.

By the end of the 1960’s chemical engineering fully
accorded with George Davis’s eighty-year-old vision
of application of chemistry, physics, and mechanics to
the utilization of chemical reactions on a large scale.
Moreover the reactions’ reactors and their associated
recycles and purges had come to be clearly viewed as a
chemical process’s hub on which turn all the
separations and other unit operations.
The ultimate imprimatur was the upgrading of reactors
and reaction engineering to the status of full section in
the Fourth Edition of the Chemical Engineers’
Handbook, published in 1963. They shared the section
with not unrelated Thermodynamics, but they got top
billing. One of the authors of their part was Robert H.
Perry, coeditor of the Fourth Edition and son of Du
Pont’s John H. Perry, editor of the first three editions.
In the very first edition, in 1934, the older Perry had
himself coauthored a short subsection on Reaction
Rates, including a paragraph on gas-phase flow
reaction and a couple on the prevalence of
simultaneous and sequential reactions in practice.
Perry had been certain that at least a peek at the heart
of chemical engineering had to appear in a handbook
dominated by the body of unit operations.
The fluidized bed catalytic cracker was invented and
developed at Standard Oil of New Jersey sites early in
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World War Two. Already in the pages of the
Handbook’s Third Edition, in 1950, it had appeared not
as the magnificent reactor that it is, but as a relative of
continuously fed process furnaces and an example of
gas-solids contacting. In fact it epitomized the modern
chemical reactor. Neal Amundson on receiving the
National Academy of Engineering’s Founder’s Award
a decade ago pointed out that such a chemical reactor
“may be an extremely complicated device,
substantially more complex than a nuclear reactor . . .
The size of some . . . is awesome.” Indeed in 2003
there are fluidized bed cat crackers processing 100,000
or more barrels per day, and circulating particulate
catalyst between reactor and regenerator at rates of
3000 to 4000 tons per hour. The understanding, design
and operation of processes based on such reactors is a
major success of our discipline, profession, and
industries.

This text is drawn partly from my article, “On the
Emergence and Evolution of Chemical Engineering,”
pp. 1-40 in Perspectives in Chemical Engineering,
edited by C. K. Colton, Academic Press, New York,
1991 (Advances in Chemical Engineering, Volume 16)
and partly from subsequent study and reflection. I am
indebted to Maribeth R. Mrozek (then a senior in
chemical engineering, since a development engineer,
and now a law student) for discerning assistance in
locating and assessing sources; and to John T. Lund
(currently a senior) for unstinting help in tracking
down materials.
Note:
What I see as the basic questions about what
constitutes the discipline of chemical engineering, what
maintains the associated profession, and how both
relate to the industries and technologies served are
stated in the closing of the 1991 article cited above.
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